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Abstract

As virtual reality (VR) sees an increase in use in several domains such as retail,
education, military; a secure authentication scheme for VR devices is necessary
to keep users’ personal information safe. A smaller section of research focuses
on the authentication schemes of VR devices. To further the understanding of
this topic, we conducted a detailed literature review of VR authentication by
exploring papers published till October 2020. A total of N = 29 papers were
found. While many papers evaluate the accuracy of authentication methods, few
conduct detailed user studies. In the user studies done, we found a lack of focus
on diverse populations such as the elderly, with the mean age of the participants
being 25.11. Our findings from the literature review give a detailed overview of
VR-based authentication schemes and highlight trends as well as current research
gaps. These findings drive future research direction to create robust and usable
authentication strategies.
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1 Introduction

Over the past five years Virtual Reality (VR) use has grown to encompass many
new areas outside of recreation [1]. With the rise of VR technologies, a secure
method of authenticating users has become a pressing issue [2]. Due to the na-
ture of VR it leaves the user prone to observation attacks, in which a malicious
user may observe them inputting a traditional password into their device [3, 4].
As such, prior research shows that the solution exists in leveraging the unique
benefits of the VR Head Mounted Device (HMD) by gathering biometric infor-
mation from the user [5]. However, this collection of biometric data leaves the
user at risk of exposure of biometric data attack vectors. Thus, we aim to analyze
the current research on VR authentication through a detailed literature review.
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In order to better understand the field of VR authentication, we conducted
a literature review where the initial online database search yielded a total of
4, 300, 000 publications focusing on VR, out of which only N = 57 were arti-
cles focused on the security aspects of VR devices. For an in-depth analysis we
thereafter performed an analysis of the 29 articles among the 57 which detailed
VR-based authentication. In this analysis we found that the papers primarily
focused on two broad categories, including biometric-based authentication and
knowledge-based authentication. While conducting our review, we recognized
significant gaps in the research in the field of VR authentication including a lack
of diverse population samples.

2 Methods

Our review is composed of three steps: (1) article collection from multiple digi-
tal libraries, (2) abstract and then full text screening, and finally (3) thematic
analysis of the collected papers. Papers were included in our analysis corpus if
they met the following criteria: (1) written in English; (2) provided some form
of analysis or technique regarding VR authentication; (3) peer-reviewed work-
shop, conference, or journal papers, i.e., any work in progress papers or poster
abstracts were excluded from our corpus.

Data Collection and Duplicate Removal: We collected the papers for our anal-
ysis using the research tool Publish or Perish3. We performed a keyword-based
search on the platform to collect papers that were published in several digital
libraries including, ACM, IEEE eXplore, SSRN, ScienceDirect, and Research-
Gate. This initial search included the following keywords: “Authentication for
VR”, “Authentication VR”, “Authentication in VR”, “VR user authentication”,
“VR authentication”. For each keyword the word VR was used both abbrevi-
ated and written out. We did not perform any time-based filtering on the article
collection, however, we found that the earliest published paper was in 2008.

This initial search helped us to obtain a corpus of N = 123 articles which was
further reduced to N = 91 by removing the duplicate articles that appeared in
our keyword searches. Thereafter, we wanted to focus primarily on any published
research, thus any patents were removed from the corpus; leaving us with a total
of N = 57 articles on which we performed the abstract and full text screening
for quality control.

Abstract and Full Text Screening: After the paper collection process was com-
pleted we read through the abstract of the articles. Thereafter, we continued
with reading the full text of all 57 articles. We carefully assessed whether the
published research met the criteria to be included in the final corpus. This pro-
cess resulted in N = 29 articles on which our analysis was performed. We noticed
that the other half of the articles talked about the technical details of the VR
tools and devices, and mentioned authentication is needed for these devices.

3 https://harzing.com/resources/publish-or-perish
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However, their research was not focused on VR-based authentication.

Analysis: We focused our analysis of VR authentication on the following aspects:
(1) the types of authentication schemes applied or discussed by the researchers
on VR tools and technologies; (2) any security evaluation of the proposed proto-
cols they have done; (3) pros and cons of the authentication scheme the article
was covering; (4) methods used by the researchers to look at any user studies
done; and (5) the participant details of the user studies done to test the VR au-
thentication scheme. Two researchers conducted thematic analysis on the work
(inter-coder reliability score = 86.7%). Such techniques include collecting the
pros and cons of each proposed VR authentication scheme, and collecting data
that is relevant to the accuracy of the scheme.

3 Findings

We primarily evaluated the type of authentication, the security analyses of the
proposals in the articles, and the user studies conducted to evaluate the proper-
ties of the proposals. Out of the overall 29 articles, N = 26 included at least one
user study and seven of these conducted multiple user studies [2,4,6–10], leading
to the analysis of 34 user studies across all articles. Therefore, in sections 3.1
and 3.2, the percentages are calculated off of N = 29 articles, while in section 3.3
they are calculated off of N = 34 user studies.

3.1 Types of Authentication

In our analysis, we expanded on the authentication methodologies and found
majorly three styles of authentication proposed by the researchers, including
biometric, knowledge-based, and multi-modal authentication.

Knowledge-based Authentication: The most prevalent form of VR authentication
implemented by the researchers has been the classical mode of password-based
authentication. Overall, our corpus contains N = 8 (27.5%) [2, 4, 7, 8, 10–13]
papers which covered knowledge-based authentication schemes. While using the
knowledge-based authentication scheme, the commonly used technique imple-
mented by the researchers has been to enter a PIN or an alphanumeric password
before being allowed access to the VR device [2, 4, 8]. For example, Yu et al. [4]
study the potential usability of PIN systems in VR, finding that they have an
average entry time of 10.5 seconds, but leave the user prone to shoulder surfing
attacks. Another article which covers PINs and patterns was written by George
et al. [2], in which they find both PINs and patterns are well suited to VR,
because of their high usability and security in authentication.

Biometric Authentication: Another form of authentication employed by the re-
searchers uses biometric factors of the VR headset user. Our corpus contains
N = 15 (51.7%) [3, 14–26] papers that cover biometric authentication systems.
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The types of biometric data utilized for the authentication varied between dif-
ferent studies, but the general principle of biometric authentication remains.
Types of data collected in such schemes include, electroencephalogram (EEG)
readings [17, 27], body movements [3, 14, 16, 18, 20, 21, 23, 24], and Electroocu-
lography (EOG) readings [26]. A paper by Li et al. collects EEG signals in two
ways, first subjects would view a video in VR and then on a laptop. They then
extracted the EEG data from both the VR and non-VR sections and used it to
later authenticate the users, achieving an accuracy of 80.91% [17]. An example
of a study which authenticates based of off body movement data is the work
by Kupin et al. In this paper they authenticate users based on how they com-
plete the task of throwing a ball, as they throw the HMD measures the position
of their dominant hand controller [23]. One of the key weaknesses of biometric
authentication is that it requires users’ personal biometric data increasing the
susceptibility to security attacks increasing user privacy concerns.

Multi-model Authentication: Multi-model authentication schemes utilize two or
more separate techniques in order to authenticate users. This helps improve the
accuracy of the system as multiple things are being checked. It also improves
the security of the system, as an attacker must bypass two systems instead of
one. A prime example of this is RubikBiom, an authentication scheme designed
by Mathis et al. which combines the knowledge-based system of entering a pass-
word on a Rubik’s cube, with the gesture biometric data collected as you enter
the password [3]. Thus, knowing the password is not enough to gain entry to
the system, the password must also be entered in a way that matches the users
biometric gesture data. These multi-model systems help to negate some of the
downsides found in any of the individual type of authentication. However, they
can also be plagued by similar weaknesses.

Gaze-based authentication: Another section of VR authentication research is
found within systems that utilize the human gaze, known as gaze-based au-
thentication methods. Gaze-based authentication can combine or use both bio-
metric and knowledge based approaches given its implementation. Among our
corpus, N = 5 (17.2%) [6, 9, 28–30] articles cover gaze-based schemes. Gaze-
based schemes authenticate the user based off their eye gaze, such as measur-
ing eye saccades as a user observes a video [22]. This can be combined with a
knowledge-based system, where the user enters the password by looking at a PIN
pad [9, 28]. The concept revolves around your eye movements being tracked by
the HMDs and then having the spot where you are looking at being displayed on
the screen or tracked and analysed by the HMDs. This method helps to mitigate
the possibility of observational attacks, as the user of the HMDs can authenti-
cate without any outward body movements that could give away the password.
George et al. [9] propose such a system in which the user selects a number of
objects in a room by looking at them. Overall, this approach has a mean entry
time of 5.94 seconds, with very few errors in entries.
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3.2 Security Evaluation of Proposed Authentication Protocols

When evaluating the security of a given authentication scheme there are many
different things to consider given the type of the system. In our corpus, N =
12 (41.38%) papers did the security evaluation of their protocol [2,4,7,9,10,14–
16,24,26,27,31]. For biometric schemes, a clear indicator of security is a low equal
error rate (EER). The biometric schemes in our corpus had an average EER of
8.67%, with the minimum being 1.4% from the study by Olade et al. [16]. The
average accuracy amongst the biometric schemes was 92.34% with the highest
being 99% accuracy obtained by Sivasamy et al. [20]. George et al. conducted and
described two security studies in their paper which cover potential attacks on
the system. Even when attackers were provided with video of the user entering
their password, they were unable to guess the password indicating the schemes
resilience to observational attacks [10]. Of the articles which covered knowledge-
based schemes (N = 8 papers), N = 5 (62.5%) provided an additional study
which analyzed potential attack threats and determined whether or not the
system was resilient [2, 4, 7, 9, 10].

3.3 User Studies

The articles included in our further analysis had a resounding amount of user
studies, with N = 26 (89.65%) of articles including some form of user study.
Among these, seven articles included two or more user studies [2, 4, 6–10]. The
articles which included multiple studies tended to work with knowledge-based
authentication schemes [2,4,7,8,10–13], as multiple studies are needed to observe
attacking patterns of the systems. Studies which covered biometric schemes had
the highest average user study population size of 69.8 participants [3,5,14–22,24,
26,31], and gaze-based [6,9,28] as well as knowledge-based schemes had average
sizes of 35 and 20 participants respectively. Across all user studies, the average
sample size was 44.18.
Age: We noticed a significant gap in literature where the studies were mostly
based of convenient samples, such as university students. For other populations,
such as the elderly, their security perspective or VR usage was understudied.
The mean age of participants in user studies was 25.11 years. Furthermore, the
eldest participant amongst our the studies in our literature corpus was 57 [9].
Gender: In our literature corpus we found more male participants in the user
studies (49%) than females (35.9%). 14.71% studies did not report the gender
in their analysis [8, 15, 19, 25, 27]. This gap is most noticeable in articles which
cover gaze-based schemes, with a 3 to 1 ratio [6,9,28]. Table 1 shows the gender
distribution of the different types of studies analyzed in this paper.
Study duration: The majority (N = 24, 70.59%) of the studies were conducted
in a single session [3, 4, 7, 10, 14, 15, 17, 19–22, 27, 28, 31]. However, some studies
conducted multiple phase user studies [11, 16, 18, 23–26]. While others implied
both single session and multiple phase user studies [6, 8, 9]. There is a vast
difference in the duration of studies, with the longest study taking 2 months to
conclude while most are only single session.
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Gender

Authentication method Male Female Not Reported

Biometric 467(44.6%) 397(37.9%) 183(17.5%)
Multi-Modal (Gaze-based) 128(74%) 45(24%) 0(0%)
Knowledge 149(52.84%) 104(36.88%) 29(10.28%)
Total 744(49.53%) 546(36.4%) 212(14.1%)
Table 1. Showcases the Gender of Participants for Each Type of Authentication-based
Studies on VR Devices

Type of User Studies: We split the studies into four different categories that
adequately describe the purpose of each study. Table 2 mentions the type of
user studies we have found in our literature corpus. Dataset creation studies’
primary goal was to build a dataset which they could then use to test out their
authentication scheme, and tune their authentication mechanism [6, 15, 17–20,
22,23,25,31]. Authentication evaluation studies sought to test out the proposed
authentication scheme and its working principle for VR devices [8,14,16,23,24,
26–28]. Usability studies are studies which tested the usability or memorability
of their proposal [2–4, 7, 9–11]. Security studies measured the effective security
of their proposed scheme using participants, whether they were able to hack the
system [2, 4, 7, 9, 10]. There was one notable study conducted by George et al.
which covered both security and usability domains [2]. So, this study appears in
our table under both the usability and security evaluation sections.

Type of Study

Type of Study Number of Studies Average Study
Duration (Days)

Dataset Creation 10(28.57%) [6, 15,17–20,22,23,25,31] 1.1
Authentication Evaluation 9(25.71%) [8, 14,16,21,23,24,26–28] 12.44
Usability 10(28.57%) [2–4,7–11] 2.8
Security Evaluation 6(17.14%) [2, 4, 7, 9, 10] 1
Table 2. Showcases the Types of User Studies Done by Researchers, Along with the
Number of Studies and Average Duration. The Percentages are Calculated on a Total
of 34 User Studies in 26 Papers:

4 Discussions and Implications

The various advantages and disadvantages of proposed authentication schemes
vary greatly depending on many factors.

Knowledge-based: Knowledge-based authentication schemes offer an advan-
tage by having arguably the greatest familiarity to users. Also, knowledge-based
authentication does not require any personal data from the user to work (i.e.
users might still choose secrets including their personal data, but in contrast
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to biometrics this is not required). However, the studies we found regarding
such schemes point towards security problems, indicating e.g. a susceptibility to
shoulder-surfing which is a bigger issue in VR as users don’t see the real world
when having their HMDs on.

Biometric: Biometric authentication schemes proposed for VR environments
utilise a wide variety of user characteristics (e.g. EEG or body movements).
These are less familiar to the users. Therefore, users might be reluctant to accept
them as replacement alternative for the better-known schemes. Furthermore,
authentication based on body movement might be challenging for elderly or
people with handicaps. Thus, user groups with physical constraints need to be
taken in consideration when investigating the usability of such schemes. Yet,
biometric authentication offers in the proposed configurations a high level of
security, in particular resilience to shoulder-surfing attacks. On the other hand,
biometric authentication has the downside of needing to collect and store users’
biometric data.

Multi-modal: Multi-modal authentication schemes offer the highest security.
When combining knowledge-based schemes with gaze-based elements, the risk
of shoulder-surfing attacks can be partly mitigated, as the attacker can not see
what the user is inputting. For example, by combining a knowledge-based scheme
with biometric readings, Mathis et. al created a secure authentication mechanism
that negates the possibility of an observation attack [3]. On the other hand, low
acceptance of one scheme might not be completely mitigated by combining it
with a better-accepted one, but instead have the inverse effect.

Implications for future research: Firstly, we identified a potentially very low
acceptance, which might hinder adoption of these schemes. In particular, since
the VR market is currently still somewhat niche, this might have serious im-
pacts. Yet, very few user studies actually explored this space and future studies
should explore the acceptance of potentially more exotic schemes. Secondly, the
long-term usability (in particular memorability) is a space mostly unexplored.
Conducting these studies is of the essence to properly assess the real-world de-
ployability of the schemes in the VR context. If using these schemes can aggravate
issues which are specific to the VR context, such motion sickness or eye strain,
otherwise suitable schemes might not be deployable in the VR context. Thirdly,
the usability studies reported for the authentication schemes we found in our lit-
erature review mostly relied on convenience samples. While this problem is not
specific to studies investigating authentication schemes for use with VR, this
leads to a strong skew in the samples. Therefore, future studies must strive for
more diverse samples. Especially elderly people are underrepresented in the user
studies. Finally, multi-modal authentication seems to be under-researched in the
VR context. Specifically, how multi-modal authentication can be best integrated
into the VR context and work for users when wearing VR headsets is an open
question. The few works done in this area (e.g., combining eye-gaze and a secret
for knowledge-based authentication) seem promising, but alternatives and how
easy proposals can be translated from a non-VR context should be investigated
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to harness the full potential of existing proposals and guide the design of new
proposals specifically tailored to the VR context.

Limitations: This literature review reflects the current work in the field of VR
authentication. It is possible that in gathering these articles some were missed.
However, the corpus we gathered provides detailed representation of all major
aspects of VR authentication.

5 Conclusion

This literature review reports on 29 papers within the field of VR authentication
schemes. We found that certain gaps in literature exist, such as including elderly
participants in user studies. We also provide in depth statistics on the current
methods of authentication and the potential each system holds. We conclude that
there should be more investigation into multi-model schemes, as they combine
the advantages of both knowledge-based and biometric authentication and have
been relatively unstudied yet.
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